
Chapter 17

Maintaining Your Vehicle

17.1  Maintaining the Power Systems

17.2  Maintaining the Control Systems

17.3  Preventative Maintenance

17.4  Fuel Saving and Recycling Strategies





Rear wheel

drive. Engine

is front to rear

Front wheel

drive. Engine

is transverse

or sideways

The transmission and

differential are combined

into one unit called a 

transaxle. Front drive cars

have two drive shafts called

half shafts or drive axles

Older style.

Better suited

for heavy

duty use such

as trucks

Newer. Came into

wide use in the 1980s

Less weight thus

better fuel economy.

Better handling in 

snow and on ice









Be a smart driver

Always remember

Red to positive

Black to negative

Attach the jumper cable to the 

frame or engine to avoid sparks 

which could cause an explosion

1

2

3

4

Be sure the last connection

is to the good battery.







Overheating an aluminum engine just once can ruin it



The last year a vehicle with 

a carburetor was sold in the

USA was about 1990



Clunking sounds

when driving over

bumps is a sign

of possible loose

or worn suspension

parts



period

The drawing show the 

steering column in the

center for illustration only.

Steering columns are on

left and have an angled

shaft that goes to the

center of the rack.



This drawing shows disc/drum brakes which are

the most common.  Four wheel disc brakes are an

option on many vehicles and standard on some.

Front disc brakes have been a federal requirement

since about 1975.

Disc brakes are superior in that they apply pressure 

equally, do not need to be adjusted and dissipate 

heat faster than drum brakes.



Older style master cylinder. It has a wire bale over the top that

holds the cap in place. This style has two separate chambers. 

Each chamber has a port for brake lines that go to one 

front wheel and one back wheel on the opposite side of the

vehicle (diagonally). This is called a Dual Diagonal Brake System

Newer Style. It has a single opaque plastic reservoir 

and a single cap but it still has two brake lines coming out. 

Checking is done visually. It has  min-max lines



Master

cylinder

Example of a dual diagonal braking system

If any part of the brake system fails or is damaged, only one half of the

system loses it’s hydraulic fluid. The vehicle still has part of it’s braking 

system available thereby avoiding total brake failure.

The 2 red brake lines

are separate from the

2 black brake lines  



You can inspect the brake

pad linings by removing a 

front wheel and looking 

through the opening on the 

back side of the caliper as shown

by the arrow. 



The book is

incorrect. 

Only drum

brakes need

to be adjusted

and self adjust

when backing

up and braking 



Brake drumWhat it looks like behind the 

brake drum



Another example of a disc brake

caliper

rotor



Be a smart driver. Buy a tire gauge, keep 

it in the glove box and use it.  Radial tires 

have “radial bulge” which makes it hard to

tell if a tire is low.

This is referred

to as “bleeding”

a tire. Never do it





TIRE TIPS
• Check tire pressure once a month

• Don’t forget to check the spare

• The owners manual and/or the tire label will have proper 
inflation pressures. 

• Be sure you know the size of the tire when looking at the 
owners manual or tire label. Some vehicles come with different 
size tires as options and the inflation pressure could vary by 
tire size.

• All tires lose air gradually.  In cold weather tires will lose air 
more rapidly.  Always adjust tire pressure in the fall after the 
weather turns cold.

• Always check air pressure when the tires are cold. Check them 
before driving the car.

• Never “bleed” a ‘hot’ tire, ie: a tire that is warm or hot from 
recently being driven



MORE  TIPS
• Rotate tires every 6,000 to 7,500 miles or every other oil change.

• By rotating tires regularly and keeping the inflation pressure up, you 
can get 50,000 or more miles out of a set of tires.

• Consider buying a small, 12 volt cigarette lighter operated air 
compressor so that you can maintain tire pressure yourself

• Keep a small spiral notebook in the glove box. Note mileage, date and 
pattern of rotation so you can go back and refer to it when the next 
rotation is needed.

• Use the same spiral notebook to jot down the date and mileage  of all 
repairs, oil changes, other services and work done.

• A spiral note book will keep all of your automotive information in one 
handy place. 

• Even with a spiral notebook, you should still save your receipts 
especially if your car is under warranty or extended warranty



Rotate tires front to back on

same side. The next time, 

rotate them in an X pattern.

By alternating the rotation

pattern from front to back and 

then to an X pattern, the tires

will get to all four corners of the 

vehicle and wear will be distributed evenly.







Be a smart Driver. Learn what 

maintenance procedures are 

needed and their intervals. have

them done.  Like the oil filter

commercial said:  “Pay me now or

pay me later.”

A good rule to

follow is: Do

not pay for any

more octane 

than you need

Engines have a

detonation or

knock sensor

built in to detect

pinging. The

computer adjusts

the timing as you

drive. 

However if your 

owner’s manual

recommends 

premium fuel, do

not skimp; use

premium



The engine oil dipstick is arrow B. The handle of the dipstick is usually yellow

Arrow A is the coolant recovery bottle     Arrow C is where to add engine oil

Arrow I is where to add windshield washer fluid

Service Station Under Hood Checks



L Steps for checking oil

1.  Engine at normal 

operating temperature

2.  Vehicle must be

on a level surface

3. Turn engine off. Wait

for 2 minutes before 

checking

4.  Pull dipstick, wipe 

off with clean cloth

or paper towel.

5.  Reinsert dipstick, pull 

out again, keep tip 

down, read oil level



Okay, the oil level of your engine is down to the add mark. 
What kind of oil do you add?

All modern engines use a year-round, all season oil. All-
season oils are designated by a series of numbers with a “W” 
included (winter). For example 5W-30, 10W-30, 10W-40, 
20W-50, etc.  The number on the left before the “W” indicates 
the cold viscosity (thickness) of the oil, the number on the 
right indicates the hot viscosity of the oil.

Generally, the colder it gets where you live, the thinner the oil 
(designated by the smaller number on the left) you will need 
to allow your engine turn over and start in cold weather. 5 is 
about as low as oil cold weather designations go.  Because 
modern engines are built to very close tolerances, the heavier 
oils such as 10W-40 or 20W-50 are not needed. In fact, most, 
if not all, auto makers recommend against using a heavier oil 
because it is not needed AND it’s usage reduces fuel 
economy.

So, what kind of oil do you need???



READ YOUR OWNER’S MANUAL



You must know what type of oil to use/add to your engine.  This information

is available in your owners manual as shown below:





You must record your 

beginning odometer

reading when you fill

your tank. If you do not,

you cannot determine

the number of miles you

have driven.  In other

words: Fill the tank and

note the mileage or

set the odometer trip to

zero.







WHAT ARE SOME WAYS YOU 

CAN CONSERVE FUEL?
• BUY A SMALL, FUEL EFFICIENT VEHICLE

• AVOID “JACK RABBIT” STARTS

• REMOVE ITEMS  FROM THE TRUNK THAT ARE NOT NEEDED

• DRIVE SLOWER (55 MPH USES LESS FUEL THAN 75 MPH)

• MAINTAIN A STEADY SPEED – USE CRUISE CONTROL WHENEVER YOU CAN

• MAINTAIN RECOMMENDED TIRE PRESSURE

• FOLLOW A REGULAR MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

• DO NOT ALLOW YOUR VEHICLE TO WARM UP EXCESSIVELY IN COLD 
WEATHER

• COMBINE YOUR TRIPS 

• AVOID SHORT TRIPS AND STOP AND GO DRIVING AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE


